It is well known that chordal graphs are exactly the graphs of acyclic simplicial complexes . In this note we consider the analogous class of graphs associated with acyclic cubical complexes . These graphs can be characterized among median graphs by forbidden convex subgraphs . They possess a number of properties (in analogy to chordal graphs) not shared by all median graphs . In particular , we disprove a conjecture of Mulder on star contraction of median graphs . A restricted class of cubical complexes for which this conjecture would hold true is related to perfect graphs .
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. C U B I C A L C O M P L E X E S
A cubical complex is a finite set of (graphic) cubes of any dimensions which is closed under taking subcubes and non-empty intersections . If we replace each cube of by a solid cube , then we obtain the geometric realization of , called a cubical polyhedron ; for further information consult van de Vel's book [18] . Vertices of a cubical complex are 0-dimensional cubes of . In the ( underlying ) graph G of the complex two vertices of are adjacent if they constitute a 1-dimensional cube .
Particular cubical complexes arise from median graphs . In what follows we consider only finite graphs . A median graph is a connected graph such that for every triple of vertices u , , w there exists a unique vertex (the median of u , , w ) which lies on shortest paths between each pair from u , , w (cf . [2 , 18] ) . Every median graph G gives rise to a median cubical complex consisting of all cubes of G , i . e . subgraphs of G isomorphic to cubes of any dimensions . Trivially , G is recovered from its complex as the underlying graph .
. A C Y C L I C C U B I C A L C O M P L E X E S
The notion of acyclicity is borrowed from the theory of data base schemes alias hypergraphs . Just by change of language , every simplicial or cubical complex can be regarded as a hypergraph where the edges are the members of and the vertices are the vertices of . The complex is said to be conformal [7] if any set of vertices is included in a member of whenever each pair of its vertices is contained in a member of . A sequence 0 , E 0 , 1 , E 1 , . . . , n Ϫ 1 , E n Ϫ 1 , 0 ( n у 3) of vertices i and members E i of is a cycle (more precisely , an ' ␣ -cycle' [6 , 9] ) if (1) each vertex i belongs to both E i Ϫ 1 and E i (indices i ϭ 0 , . . . , n Ϫ 1 modulo n ) , and (2) no member E of contains vertices i , j , k for distinct indices i , j , k (modulo n ) . Then is called acyclic if is conformal and contains no cycles . This constitutes just one out of many equivalent ways of defining acyclicity (cf . [6 , Theorem 4] ) . In particular , a conformal simplicial complex is acyclic exactly when its graph is chordal ; that is , does not contain induced cycles of length greater than 3 .
With every cubical complex we associate a simplicial complex ⌬ , the simplices of which are the non-empty subsets of cubes from . The corresponding graph operation intersecting Q (that is , Q ʝ R ϶ л with Q ' ͉ R and R ' ͉ Q ) such that every proper intersection of Q with a cube from is included in Q ʝ R . Necessarily , Q is a cube maximal with respect to inclusion . Eliminating Q and all its subcubes not contained in Q ʝ R from the complex then yields a subcomplex Ј . If can be transformed into a complex consisting of a single cube and all its subcubes by successively eliminating pendant cubes , then we say that has a cube elimination scheme . Another scheme is closely related to this . We may contract all edges (i . e . 1-dimensional cubes) between two complementary ( k Ϫ 1)-dimensional subcubes Q Ј and Q Љ of some (maximal) k -dimensional cube Q of the complex to single vertices in order to obtain a new cubical complex Ј , provided that no cubes of other than subcubes of Q would intersect both Q Ј and Q Љ ; see Figure 1 for an instance of such a cube contraction . We say that has a cube contraction scheme if there is a sequence of cube contractions transforming eventually into a trivial one-vertex complex .
P ROPOSITION 1 . The following statements are equi alent for a cubical complex : (1) is acyclic ; (2) the simplicial complex ⌬ associated to is acyclic ; (3) has a cube elimination scheme ; (4) has a cube contraction scheme . P ROOF . (1) and (2) are equivalent because acyclicity depends only on the maximal members of the complex . Furthermore , an easy inductive argument shows that (1) and (3) are equivalent . Indeed , by adding or deleting pendant cubes one does not af fect acyclicity of a cubical complex . Thus , it is enough to show that every acyclic cubical complex has a pendant cube . In order to prove this consider the hypergraph the edges of which are the maximal cubes of . Since this is an acyclic hypergraph , its dual is a hypertree (alias tree hypergraph or arboreal hypergraph) ; for definitions , see [7 , 8] .
This hypertree contains a pair of vertices Q and R such that every edge which contains Q and some other vertex must include R as well . This means that each vertex of the complex which belongs to the cube Q and some other maximal cube also belongs to R . As Q and R are maximal members of they intersect properly . Hence Q is a pendant cube of .
The implication from (3) to (4) is immediate , since each elimination step can be regarded as a succession of contraction steps , each performed at a pendant cube . The reverse implication is readily seen by induction (on the number of contraction steps) since every pendant cube of a complex Ј obtained by a single contraction along a non-pendant cube would also serve as a pendant cube in .
ᮀ
Dualizing the concept of underlying graph of a complex one would associate an intersection graph to a complex . Specifically , the vertices are then the maximal members of the complex , with adjacency being equivalent to non-empty intersection .
For a simplicial complex the resulting intersection graph is referred to as the clique graph . The clique graphs of acyclic simplicial complexes are known to be the dually chordal graphs , which are thus the underlying graphs of hypertrees and can be defined in terms of certain elimination schemes ; see [8 , 15] .
The intersection graph of an acyclic cubical complex coincides with the clique graph of the associated (acyclic) simplicial complex ⌬ and therefore is dually chordal . This motivates the following question , which is a particular instance of the problem raised in [3] concerning the intersection graphs of median complexes .
Q U E S T I O N . Is e ery dually chordal graph the intersection graph of some acyclic cubical complex ?
The graph G of an acyclic cubical complex is indeed median . This is seen by induction on the number of maximal cubes of : trivially , all cubes are median graphs ; now , assume that the graph G Ј of the cubical complex Ј obtained from in a single cube elimination step is median . G can be restored by attaching the eliminated pendant cube to G Ј (along the common subcube) . This operation can be regarded as a particular instance of the matching procedure described by van de Vel [16 , 18] (cf . [11] ) as well as the expansion procedure due to Mulder [13 , 14] , and thus it returns a median graph .
As to the converse , not every median graph can occur as the graph of an acyclic cubical complex , since a median graph need not have any pendant cube . The minimal counterexamples are constituted by the bipartite wheels [1] , each formed by an even cycle of any length and a 'central' vertex adjacent to every second vertex of the cycle (see Figure 2 ) . In the graph of a median complex the 'convex' bipartite wheels play a role (as obstructions to acyclicity) analogous to that of induced cycles of length greater than 3 in graphs of simplicial complexes . Here an induced subgraph A of a median graph G is said to be con ex if every shortest path from G between any two vertices of A is included in A . Some further terminology : a half -space of G is a non-empty convex subgraph such that the complementary set of vertices induces a non-empty convex subgraph as well (cf . [17 , 18] ) . An unordered pair of complementary half-spaces is also referred to as a con ex split of G . 
. P R O O F O F T H E T H E O R E M
(1) implies (2) : We already know that an acyclic cubical complex is median . The complex corresponding to a bipartite wheel does not admit any cube contraction .
Therefore a median complex having a cube contraction scheme cannot have such a wheel subcomplex .
(2) implies (3) : Suppose that the incompatibility graph contains an induced cycle of length greater than 3 . Say , Evidently , w , together with all x i and y i , induce a bipartite wheel . If this subgraph was not convex , then two of its vertices would have a common neighbour outside (cf . [18 , I . 6 . 22 . 3]) , say , either x i and x j or y i and y j Ϫ 1 for indices i ϩ 2 р j р n ϩ i Ϫ 2 ; in either case , however , the two splits ͕ A i Ј , B i Ј ͖ and ͕ A j Ј , B Ј j ͖ would be incompatible . (3) implies (1) : Since the incompatibility graph of the convex splits is chordal , it possesses a simplicial vertex ; that is , a vertex all of whose neighbours are pairwise adjacent . The split ͕ A , B ͖ represented by this vertex then has the property that any two convex splits incompatible to it are incompatible . The vertices of that either belong to A and have a neighbour in B or belong to B and have a neighbour in A constitute a cube Q (as cubes are characterized among median graphs by the requirement that any two convex splits be incompatible ; cf . [11 , 16] ) . Since is conformal , Q is a member of . By the choice of Q , every cube from that intersects both subcubes A ʝ Q and B ʝ Q is contained in Q . We can therefore perform a cube contraction at Q by collapsing all edges between A and B . The graph G Ј of the resulting cubical complex Ј is median , and the incompatibility graph of the convex splits of G Ј is obtained from the original incompatibility graph by deleting the simplicial vertex ͕ A , B ͖ , and hence is chordal . Clearly , Ј is conformal . Thus , an easy induction establishes a cube contraction scheme for . Hence is acyclic , by Propositon 1 . 
. P E R F E C T M E D I A N C U B I C A L C O M P L E X E S Several numbers can be associated to a median graph G and its associated cubical complex . A contraction along a convex split ͕ A , B ͖ of G contracts all edges between
A and B to vertices . A cube contraction is then a particular instance . The concatenations of arbitrary contractions are the median homomorphisms [2] alias median or convexity-preserving mappings [18] . The median homomorphisms of G onto the two-vertex graph K 2 ϭ K 1 , 1 determine the half-spaces of G ; namely , either pre-image of a vertex from K 2 is a half-space . Now , every median homomorphism of G onto a star with ␣ у 2 end vertices gives rise to ␣ pairwise disjoint half-spaces (viz ., the pre-images of the end vertices) , and conversely . We can therefore define the star -contraction number s ( G ) of G as the largest number n for which the star with n end vertices is a homomorphic image of G or , equivalently , the largest number of pairwise disjoint minimal half-spaces in G . According to Everett and Seidman [10] , the hull number h ( G ) of G is the minimum cardinality of subsets the convex hulls of which equal G ; the con ex hull of a set S in G is the smallest convex set (or subgraph) containing S . Evidently , the hull number is the minimum size of a set of vertices intersecting each minimal half-space [14 , Theorem 14] . For example , the median graphs with hull number 2 are exactly the covering graphs of finite distributive lattices with at least two elements [2 , 17] . Trivially , the hull number of a star K 1 , n ( n у 1) equals the number max ͕ 2 , n ͖ of end vertices . Since median homomorphisms cannot increase hull numbers , we immediately obtain that the star-contraction number of G cannot be larger than the hull number of G . Mulder [14] conjectured that actually equality holds between both numbers . However , this is far from being true : the smallest counterexample is given by the bipartite 5-wheel (the second graph of Figure 2 , and already displayed in [4 , Figure 1 ]) , and similarly , all other 'odd' bipartite wheels have hull-number equal to star-contraction number plus 1 ; even worse , the hull number can arbitrarily exceed the star-contraction number . To verify this , we consider a particular class of median graphs that are constructed from arbitrary graphs as follows . The simplex graph G of a graph F is the covering graph of the semilattice of all complete subgraphs ('simplices') of F (ordered by inclusion , the empty set being the least element) . Therefore the star-contraction number of G equals the size of a maximum independent set of F whenever F has more than one vertex . Summarizing , the star-contraction and hull numbers of the simplex graph G equal the clique number (i . e . the size of a maximum clique) and the chromatic number , respectively , of the graph F complementary to F . Now , it is well known that there exist triangle-free graphs with arbitrarily large chromatic numbers ; for instance , chromatic numbers can be increased iteratively by the Mycielski construction , starting from K 2 , then yielding the 5-cycle , and so on . Hence for every k у 3 there exists a median graph G with s ( G ) ϭ 2 and h ( G ) ϭ k .
Another pair of numbers is related to s and h . Let t ( G ) denote the maximum number of edges in a homomorphic tree image of a median graph G , which equals the clique number of the compatibility graph of the convex splits of G . On the other hand , the minimum number c ( G ) of cubes such that each half-space is properly intersected by at least one of them equals the chromatic number of the compatibility graph . If G is a simplex graph , then t ( G ) ϭ s ( G ) and c ( G ) ϭ h ( G ) by what has been observed above .
Passing from compatibility to incompatibility , we obtain the following pair of dimension parameters . The clique number of the incompatibility graph of the convex splits of a median graph G equals the maximum dimension q ( G ) of cubes in G , whereas the chromatic number of the incompatibility graph is the smallest number p ( G ) such that G can be embedded isometrically into the Cartesian product of p ( G ) trees [4 , 18] .
Recall that a graph F is perfect exactly when for each induced subgraph the clique number equals the chromatic number . By Lova ´ sz' Theorem [7 , 12] , F is perfect if f its complementary graph is perfect . The induced subgraphs of F correspond (up to isomorphism) to the non-trivial convex subgraphs of the simplex graph G of F . Indeed , every convex subgraph consists of the complete subgraphs of F which are contained in some induced subgraph F 1 of F and include a (possibly empty) induced subgraph F 0 of F , and is therefore isomorphic to the simplex graph of F 1 Ϫ F 0 . Note that the incompatibility graph of the convex splits of G is isomorphic to F and , moreover , the incompatibility graph of a convex subgraph is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of the original incompatibility graph . We have thus established the following result . Therefore the parameters s and h do not change when passing from G to G Ј . After having performed all feasible contractions , we obtain a homomorphic image of G in which each half-space is minimal or maximal , so that this image constitutes a simplex graph (cf . [5] ) . There is in fact strong evidence that this holds true . P ROPOSITION 3 . The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture implies the abo e conjecture for median complexes . P ROOF . Suppose that the median complex with graph G is not perfect . Then , assuming that the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture [7 , 12] holds true , we would find an induced odd cycle C of length larger than 4 in either the compatibility or the incompatibility graph . Let G Ј be the homomorphic image of G retaining the convex splits forming C . In the former case G Ј cannot have three pairwise compatible splits , so that G Ј must be a simplex graph , whereas in the latter case G Ј is a bipartite (odd) wheel according to the proof of the theorem , and hence is a simplex graph . Trivially , the median complex Ј corresponding to G Ј is not perfect .
ᮀ
Additional evidence for the conjecture comes from lattice theory . The non-trivial finite distributive lattices L are associated with the median graphs G having hull number 2 . Clearly , the compatibility graph of the convex splits of G is isomorphic to the comparability graph of the ordered set Ᏽ ( L ) of join-irreducible elements of any distributive lattice L having G as its covering graph . Dilworth's Theorem guarantees that every ordered subset of Ᏽ ( L ) can be covered with k chains , where k is the maximum size of antichains of that subset ; in other words , the comparability graph of L is perfect . This settles the conjecture in the particular case of covering graphs of finite distributive lattices .
